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Across
1. Cutting the poly hose at an angle makes it easier to

____ through the buxplug?

5. What is the minimum distance the grout hose must
be pushed past the buxplug?

6. If the cablebolts are mechanically pre-installed
what tool must be used to push the buxplug up the
hole?(2W)

8. Buxton Innicon recommends a _____ hose
diameter between 20mm and 25mm.

9. If too much pressure builds up inside the hole
during grouting some grout may leak past the
buxplug which should then ______ itself?

11. The grout hose, breather tube and cable tails must
be _____ tightly together after the buxplug has
been installed up the hole?

14. What should each mine site perform before using
the buxplug?(2W)

16. If the cablebolt hole diameter is 76mm, can you
use the CAB64 buxplug?

18. What may happen when too much pressure builds
up inside the hole during grouting?

19. The ________ tube should be taped about 300mm
from the top of the cablbolt.

20. The cable tails go through the largest holes in the
buxplug?(T or F)

21. The CAB76 buxplug (orange) must only be used
for cablebolt hole diameters _______ ___mm. (2W)

24. If the buxplug is not inspected inside the hole collar
once it has been inserted and is not seated
correctly, what may happen during grouting?

25. What brochure can you refer to as a quick
guide?(3W)

26. Only persons who have been trained and assessed
as _________ should install buxplugs and grout
cablebolt holes that have buxplugs installed.

28. What problem is reduced by taping the grout hose,
breather tube and cable tails tightly together after
installing the buxplug?

Down
2. What should be inspected to see if the buxplug is

seated correctly after it is installed?

3. The buxplug should be ____ to hard to push up the
hole?

4. What must be worn when using cement for a hand
mixed, thick grout paste with the buxplug?(3L)

5. What angle should you cut the breather and grout
tubes to make it easier to push them through the

buxplug holes?(3W)

7. If there is only one cable tail, which sleeve hole in
the buxplug must it go through?

10. What is the best tool to cut poly hose with?

11. The cable tails must go through the holes in the
cablebolt sleeves on the buxplug?(T or F)

12. Can multiple buxplugs be pushed up the hole if
ground conditions at the hole collar are poor?

13. There are 3 main steps to install the buxplug
shown in the "____ ____________" brochure?(2W)

15. What colour is the CAB64 buxplug for underground
metalliferous mines?

17. What type of ground conditions would you consider
using a hand mixed, thick grout paste with the
buxplug?

22. How many basic steps are there to install a
buxplug?

23. What direction must the sleeves of the buxplug be
pointing before it is installed?

27. Buxton Innicon recommends a breather tube
diameter between 16mm and ______mm.


